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About GG+A

Grenzebach Glier and Associates (GG+A) is one of the leading international consultants to 

institutions and organizations of all sizes and a foremost authority on fundraising and 

engagement best practices. GG+A has served thousands of organizations, helping them build 

extraordinary fundraising and engagement programs for long-term, sustainable philanthropy 

that will have a significant impact on their missions.

GG+A’s Philanthropic Analytics practice helps organizations find, organize, and understand 

their own data and use it to achieve more effective, successful fundraising.  Our services include 

prospect research, prospect management, financial forecasting, survey research, predictive 

analytics/market research, data visualization, and reporting.  

Learn more at www.grenzebachglier.com

Introduction

Achieving an effective fiscal year in fundraising requires a manager to determine five key points:

• what gifts are likely to close

• which gift officers are performing well and poorly

• who has good prospects and who needs good prospects

• staffing needs

• a travel budget

These are no small tasks.  Some organizations have all of this information at arm’s reach.  Many do not. 

Enter the portfolio scrub.

GG+A has found that the most efficient way to get a global picture of gift officer performance, forecasting, 

prospect pipeline, travel budget, and potential staffing needs is what we call a portfolio scrub.  The scrub 

is an all-hands-on-deck exercise conducted by gift officers, prospect research, prospect management (if it 

exists), advancement services, and development leadership to assess the current state of each gift officer’s 

portfolio and his or her goals.  

The following pages offer a step-by-step guide for conducting a portfolio scrub.
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Step 1: Review the Portfolio

The first step in the portfolio scrub exercise brings together representatives from Advancement Services, 

Prospect Research, Prospect Management, and campaign leadership who meet as a group with individual gift 

officers.  In advance of the meeting, each gift officer will have been provided with a definition sheet around 

prospect stages (for instance, qualification, cultivation, solicitation, stewardship).  

Projected on a screen and provided on paper are spreadsheets of that gift officer’s entire portfolio of assigned 

prospects. The spreadsheet  includes the following key data:

• relationship

• summary giving

• capacity rating

• any key affinity or inclination scoring, and

• current stage (if already tracked)

The spreadsheet also includes several blank columns with the following headers:

Step 2: Evaluate the Portfolio

Each gift officer will then evaluate a selection of his or her prospects to determine whether to: 

1) keep the prospect,

2) reassign/drop the prospect, or

3) do more research on that prospect before deciding to keep or let go.

(See sidebar on page 3, “When is a Prospect a Non-Responder?”)

For the prospects the gift officer chooses to keep, each will be assigned a current stage. 

Step 3: Next-Step Strategy

The gift officer will then determine a “next-step strategy” (one or two bullet points) to move the prospect to the 

next stage and when in the next two years he or she will plan to visit the prospect in person.  As homework, 

each gift officer completes the entire spreadsheet and submits it to Advancement Services for mass import into 

the database. 

Keep /Reassign /Research Needed   Stage Strategy Travel Plan
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When is a Prospect a Non-Responder?

Despite the umpteen efforts you’ve made, you just can’t seem to get 

a  meeting with a certain prospect.  Now, you’re at the point where 

you need to decide whether to keep that prospect in your portfolio 

or put him or her back in the pool. 

One of the hardest questions facing the gift officer is whether—and 

when—to drop a prospect who just isn’t responding to your repeated 

overtures. How  much should you try to get a meeting with a prospect 

before you give up?  After all, you don’t want to give up on someone too 

soon—or do you? 

Most gift officers don’t want to give up promising potential prospects, no 

matter how difficult getting a meeting with them seems to be.  Yet, smart 

gift officers also know that, sometimes, enough is enough, at least for 

now. How do you determine when you’ve reached that point?

The following checklist—based on GG+A’s consultation and interviews   

with some of the most effective gift officers in the country who 

have hooked very big fundraising fish and gotten nearly impossible 

qualification meetings—can help you determine if it’s time to label a 

prospect a non-responder and remove that prospect from the portfolio. 

√ You have sent at least one email or letter stating that you will be 
calling.

√ You have then called within a week of the email or letter and 

have continued trying at different times of day and days of the 

week at least twice more within a six-week period.

√ You have specifically stated in at least one voicemail and one 

follow-up email that you would like to schedule a meeting.

√ You have looked for volunteers, classmates, alumni, or others 

who might have a connection either through work, geography, 

board affiliations, or other means who can broker an introduction.

√ You have followed up by phone within one week of any brokered 
introduction and have continued calling over a six-week period.

   If all of these steps have been taken, and still no contact has been made, 

then all attempts should be documented in the prospect record, you can 

classify the prospect as a non-responder, and the prospect should be 

revisited after 24-36 months. 

  Please note:  there is much discussion on what constitutes sufficient 

effort; this checklist serves as a set of ideas rather than a best practice. ◊

In this exercise, everybody wins: 

• Managers can see where each gift officer is

in performance and potential closure; which

situations will require travel coordination

across units; where there may be staffing

holes for good prospects who are not

assigned or cannot be visited in the current

staffing structure; and which units need

prospects to meet goals.

• Gift officers have a bird’s eye view of their

portfolio and how to plan their travel, where

they need strategic help, and how likely they

are to meet their individual goals.

• Advancement Services has clean starting

data from which to build reports.  Prospect

Management and Research know which

units need what kinds of prospects and

moves in order to meet their goals.

What you’ll end up with is an overall snapshot of 

which prospects are in each stage, as illustrated 

in the sample graph on the following page.
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You’ll also have a view of how many high value prospects aren’t assigned and could be in the pipeline for the 

future, as shown in the following sample chart:
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Summary

Ideally, an organization should conduct a portfolio scrub annually, a good month or so before annual 

goal-setting, so that gift officer, prospect research, and prospect management goals and metrics can 

all be tied to moving the best prospects toward effective solicitations.  And on a quarterly basis, the 

same group should convene to look at specific prospects who have been languishing in a stage, so 

that everyone on the team is focused on moving prospects toward a gift. ◊




